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a b s t r a c t

Biogas is a variable mixture of methane, carbon dioxide and other gases. It is a renewable resource which
comes from numerous sources of plant and animal matter. Ni–YSZ anode-supported solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) can directly use clean synthesized biogas as fuel. However, trace impurities, such as H2S, Cl2 and
F2 in real biogas can cause degradation in cell performance. In this research, both uncoated and coated
Ni–YSZ anode-supported cells were exposed to three different compositions of synthesized biogases
eywords:
OFC
i–YSZ anode
iogas
H4 reforming

(syn-biogas) with 20 ppm H2S under a constant current load at 750–850 ◦C and their performance was
evaluated periodically using standard electrochemical methods. Postmortem analysis of the SOFC anode
was performed using X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS). The results show that H2S causes severe electrochemical degradation of the cell
when operating on biogas, leading to both complete electrochemical and mechanical failure. The Ni–CeO2

lent s
i–CeO2 coating
2S contaminant

coated cell showed excel

. Introduction

Biogas is a potential source fuel for the SOFC by direct internal
eforming (DIR) at the SOFC anode. It is a cheap and renewable fuel
vailable from many sources, such as landfill gas, biomass, sewage,
unicipal waste, green waste and energy crops [1]. The composi-

ion of biogas is a complex and variable mixture of CH4 and CO2
hile containing a few percent of N2, H2, O2 and trace contami-
ants such as H2S, Cl2 and F2. Furthermore the Ni–YSZ anode with

ts “in situ” nickel catalyst and high operation temperature makes
IR of biogas possible. DIR offers not only excellent heat trans-

er and simple, cost-effective design for the SOFC system, but also
ives great system efficiency for electrical power generation [2].
lthough carbon deposition or carbon build-up on the nickel in the
node (coking) is still a barrier to DIR, coke-free reforming can be
btained at a small sacrifice in efficiency. Lin et al. reported that
he Ni–YSZ anode-supported SOFC can be operated without coking
ver a wide range of current density by fueling humidified (3% H2O)
H4 at temperatures ≤700 ◦C, or under high current density load
J ≥ 1.8 A cm−2) at temperature ≥800 ◦C [3]. Steam reforming with
igh steam to CH4 ratio (S/C > 1) and doping additional catalysts in

he Ni–YSZ anode, such as Mo, Pt, Ru, Au, and La, have been reported
n the literature [4–8]. A major drawback of steam reforming is the
ntensive energy requirement due to the high endothermic reform-
ng reactions which create thermal gradients on the anode and can

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 304 293 9366; fax: +1 304 293 4139.
E-mail address: John.Zondlo@mail.wvu.edu (J.W. Zondlo).
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tability during CH4 reforming and some tolerance to H2S contamination.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

lead to cell or current collector cracking or damage. The application
of partial oxidation of CH4 as an alternative route for reforming bio-
gas has been suggested as a means of avoiding carbon coking and
cell cracking [9,10]. However, most biogas contains several sulfur
compounds as contaminants at different concentration levels and
these are converted into H2S at SOFC operation temperatures. The
effects of H2S contamination on the Ni–YSZ anode of SOFC in H2 and
syngas fuels have been reported in many research papers. The two
primary mechanisms to cause Ni–YSZ anode degradation are phys-
ical adsorption of sulfur that blocks the hydrogen reaction sites and
chemical reaction that forms nickel sulfide leading to the complete
loss of Ni catalysis [11]. Sulfur adsorption is generally considered as
the major cause for anode degradation at low H2S concentration in
the fuel (typically below 20 ppm). For SOFCs operating with higher
concentrations of H2S, formation of nickel sulfide on the anode sur-
face appeared to account for the performance loss [12]. However,
the degradation of cell performance can be at least partially recov-
ered after cutting off the H2S flow in the H2 or syngas fuel. More
severe cell deterioration can occur in DIR of CH4 with H2S impurity
when using the SOFC with a Ni–YSZ anode [13], but experimen-
tal data on H2S contamination of hydrocarbon fuel for DIR on the
Ni–YSZ anode SOFC has never been reported.

This paper reports that the Ni–YSZ anode-supported SOFC can
be operated stably and long term on synthesized biogas at 850 ◦C.

However, the cell was devastated in a few hours after co-feeding
an additional 20 ppm of H2S. The addition of ceria into the impreg-
nated Ni–YSZ anode showed good CH4 reforming performance
and high resistance to carbon deposition [14–19]. Moreover, ceria
is widely used as an H2S-removal catalyst [20,21]. To resist H2S

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:John.Zondlo@mail.wvu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.02.078
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0.411 W cm−2 and 0.547 W cm−2 respectively. Both the equilibrium
calculations and experiment suggest that the IDR at 850 ◦C gives
high H2 and CO conversion efficiency and high power density under
the same loading when compared to that at 800 ◦C and 750 ◦C. So
the subsequent long-term test was carried out at 850 ◦C in the
584 C. Xu et al. / Journal of Pow

ttack and improve the internal CH4 reforming, a Ni–CeO2 coated
node-supported SOFC was tested for use in DIR of CH4 with H2S
ontamination. Tests with the treated anode showed good overall
ell performance along with some tolerance to H2S attack.

. Experimental methods

.1. Experiment setup

For this study, commercial Ni–YSZ anode-supported SOFCs pro-
uced by Materials and Systems Research Inc., in Salt Lake City,
T, USA, were used in the experiment. The cell composition and

he current collection contact configuration were described in a
revious paper [22]. The button cell assembly was mounted in a
urnace operated at 850 ◦C which affords reasonable performance
or all different fuel compositions in the test series. A thermocouple
as set located 5 mm away from the center of the cell cathode to
onitor the change of cell temperature. Alicat Scientific mass flow

ontrollers were used to control the fuel and air stream flow rates
nd compositions. The flow rates of CH4, H2O, CO2, H2S (1000 ppm
2S in N2) and air were each controlled separately. A temperature-
ontrolled humidifier was used to adjust the H2O concentration
f the simulated biogas provided to the anode. The composition
ole ratio of CH4/CO2 = 1 was used for internal dry reforming (IDR).

he composition mole ratio of CH4/CO2 = 1.6 and 1.5 was used for
nternal steam reforming (ISR) and internal air with steam reform-
ng (IASR) respectively. After adding steam and air with steam to
he fuel, the total flow rate was held at 200 sccm (standard cubic
entimeters per minute) and the air-flow rate to the cathode was
ept constant at 300 sccm. The anode fuel transfer lines were heat-
raced to prevent water condensation between the humidifier and
urnace. The CH4 and air in the fuel stream flowed through the tem-
erature controllable humidifier and picked up the H2O vapor. CO2
nd H2S were injected down-stream of the anode humidifier close
o the furnace to ensure all trace species injected into the stream
eached the anode of the SOFC. To increase the cell tolerance toward
oking, cracking and H2S, a Ni–CeO2 coating was painted on top of
he cell anode surface after the current collection meshes had been
ttached. The Ni–CeO2 coated cell cross-sectional profile is shown
n Fig. 1. The Ni–CeO2 coating paste is made of 90% Ni and 10% CeO2
by weight) powder mixed with terpineol vehicle by sonic stirring
or 2 h before printing on the cell anode and the anode contacts.
hen the cell coated with the Ni–CeO2 paste is heated to 800 ◦C for
h in air at atmospheric pressure.

.2. Electrochemical testing of the SOFC performance

The button SOFC was heated from room temperature to 800 ◦C
t a rate of 5 ◦C min−1. After the cell was completely reduced in

2, the open circuit voltage (OCV) was 1.072 V with 97% H2, 3%
2O on the anode side and air (21% O2) on the cathode side.
his is a bit lower than the theoretical OCV presumably because
f slight leakage around the cell seals and possibly through the
lectrolyte. Then, 0.25 A cm−2 direct current (DC) was loaded for

ig. 1. The Ni–CeO2 coated cell cross-sectional profile. The Ni–CeO2 layer is about
00 �m and 350 �m in the ISR and IASR cases respectively.
rces 195 (2010) 4583–4592

a current treatment overnight (10 h). The constant DC current load
was supplied by a solid-state load cell (TDI Transistor Device SD-
1103). After loading the SOFC at a constant current density of
0.5 A cm−2 for another 24 h, the cell voltage stabilized at 0.785 V.
Then CH4 internal reforming was commenced by flowing three
different syn-biogas compositions on three different SOFCs at a pre-
scribed temperature. The performance of the different cells was less
than ±5% under similar test conditions.

The electrochemical impedance spectra were collected using
a Solartron SI-1287 electrochemical interface and an SI-1260
frequency response analyzer with an AC amplitude of 20 mV at fre-
quencies ranging from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz. Direct internal syn-biogas
reforming experiments were carried out under 1 atm pressure at
the following different reforming conditions.

(1) IDR at 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 850 ◦C.
(2) ISR without and with the Ni–CeO2 coating at 850 ◦C.
(3) IASR without and with the Ni–CeO2 coating at 850 ◦C.

2.3. Chemical, structural and thermodynamic analysis

The microstructure and chemical composition of the cell anode
were examined with a Hitachi S-4700 SEM/EDS. To determine
the composition of the anode, an XRD (Panalytical X’Pert Pro PM-
3040) with a Cu K-alpha radiation source (1.54060 Å), and an XPS
(PHI 5000 VerasProbe XPS Microprobe) with a monochromatic Al
K-alpha radiation source (8.34118 Å) were employed. Thermody-
namic equilibrium calculations were carried out to predict H2, CO,
CO2 and H2O concentrations under biogas reforming conditions by
using the FACTSAGE 5.4 software package.

3. Results

3.1. IDR at 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 850 ◦C

After feeding 60 sccm CH4 and 60 sccm CO2 (CH4/CO2 = 1) as
the fuel in place of H2, the temperature dependent IDR polariza-
tion data were taken (Fig. 2). The open circuit voltage (OCV) at
the IDR condition increased with cell reforming temperature. At
750 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 850 ◦C, the cell OCV was 0.994 V, 1.025 V and
1.049 V, along with the maximum power density of 0.313 W cm−2,
Fig. 2. The polarization and power density curves under internal dry reforming
of 120 sccm syn-biogas with CH4:CO2 = 1:1 (mole ratio) in the SOFC system at
T = 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 850 ◦C.
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ig. 3. The time versus cell voltage plots in three internal reforming syn-biogas
onditions. (a) Internal dry reforming (IDR). (b) Internal steam reforming (ISR) syn-
iogas and adding 20 ppm H2S for 3 h. (c) Internal air with steam reforming (IASR)
nd adding 20 ppm H2S for 0.7 h.

emaining investigations. At 850 ◦C, the cell voltage stabilized at
.720 V under a loaded current density of 0.5 A cm−2 for 72 h. After
aking the electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS), the cell volt-
ge slightly dropped to 0.710 V and continually ran at this level for
nother 40 h (see line (a) in Fig. 3). The cell was then cooled down
o room temperature by purging the anode with 20% H2 with 80%
2. The EIS data showed that both the cell series resistance and the

otal polarization resistance increased with reforming time (Fig. 4).
he cell anode surface was inspected and revealed severe coking on
he cell anode. A deposit of carbon about 0.10–0.15 g covered nearly
cm2 of the anode (Fig. 5(a)). The Pt contact meshes on the anode

urface were broken and lost good contact. The exposed anode cen-
er area between the two Pt meshes showed carbon deposited in the
ore structure of the anode surface (Fig. 5(b)). Because the depo-
ition of carbon was significant, the H2S contaminant test was not
arried out for the IDR case. But studying the IDR case provided a
asic guideline to further study of the ISR and IASR of CH4.
.2. ISR without and with the Ni–CeO2 coating at 850 ◦C

After 60 sccm CH4 passed through the humidification tank
hereby adding steam (H2O) to the biogas fuel, the initial com-

ig. 5. (a) A significant deposition of carbon on the cell anode surface after 110 h IDR refo
eshes were displayed. The exposed cell region is about 2 cm diameter.
Fig. 4. The cell impedance spectra taken at 2 h, 70 h and 110 h for IDR reforming.

position of syn-biogas fuel was 32% CH4, 48% H2O and 20% CO2
with a total flow rate of 200 sccm. This fuel gas gave the uncoated
cell OCV of 0.925 V at 850 ◦C. After 0.5 A cm−2 loading for about
15 h, the voltage stabilized at 0.708 V and the EIS data were subse-
quently taken periodically. As seen in Fig. 6, the cell series resistance
increased from 0.184 � cm2 to 0.253 � cm2, but the total resis-
tance stayed nearly constant around 0.440 � cm2. After running
for about 100 h, the cell was cooled down to room temperature
and the anode surface was examined. The current collection con-
tacts partially cracked and lost conduction contact to the anode
which explained the slight increase of the series resistance. There
was some carbon deposited only on the contact surface of the anode
side but not nearly as much as in the IDR case. The contacts were
repaired and the cell was reloaded and run at the same conditions
stably for 2 h, whereupon 20 ppm H2S was injected down-stream
of the humidifier into the syn-biogas fuel. The cell voltage was
constant at 0.708 V for about 1.5 h, then the voltage quickly and
catastrophically dropped to a negative value in about 3 h (see line
(b) in Fig. 3). The cell was cooled to room temperature while purg-
ing with N2. Upon inspection, it was found that the cell electrolyte
layer was cracked along the cathode edge and fully separated from
the anode with the cathode and Pt contact mesh. The green pat-

terns are displayed on the opened anode/electrolyte interface of
the cell center, indication oxidation of the nickel (Fig. 7). A similar
mechanical failure occurred in the IASR case.

rming. (b) After removing the deposited carbon powder, the broken Pt connecting
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Fig. 8. The changes of the Ni–CeO2 coated cell impedance spectra before adding
20 ppm H2S and after recovery of one H2S contamination cycle in ISR.
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ig. 6. The cell impedance data taken at 2 h, 24 h, 48 h, 65 h and 100 h before adding
0 ppm H2S in ISR reforming.

Significant coking and contact cracking were observed in the
ncoated cell anode of the ISR case. Furthermore, 20 ppm H2S con-
amination in the ISR fuel system leads to irreversible cell failure
nd complete loss of performance in a few hours. On the other hand,
Ni–CeO2 coated cell may provide an H2S barrier layer and an addi-

ional reforming layer which could enhance the CH4 reforming sites
nd surface area and minimize coking and cracking. Further the rel-
tively sparse structure of the Ni–CeO2 layer can relieve the thermal
xpansion stress resulting from the endothermic reforming reac-
ions. Thus a cell was coated with a layer of approximately 100 �m
i–CeO2 on the anode. Comparing the performance of the coated
ell with that of the uncoated cell, the Ni–CeO2 coated cell had
lmost equivalent electrochemical performance. After the coated
ell was running for about 304 h under ISR conditions at 850 ◦C at
constant 0.5 A cm−2 load, the cell voltage gradually stabilized at
.732 V. The impedance spectra were taken at 2 h, 70 h, 200 h, and
04 h as seen in Fig. 8. The series and polarization resistances did
ot increase significantly before adding the H2S contamination. The
0 ppm H2S was then added to the fuel stream and the cell perfor-
ance plots of the Ni–CeO2 coated cell are shown in Fig. 9. The cell

perated unchanged in the presence of the H2S for about 2 h after
hich the cell voltage dropped to 0 V in an additional 2 h. Recalling
hat the uncoated cell was broken and the cell performance was not
eversible (Fig. 3(b)), the voltage of the coated cell could be recov-
red to 0.650 V after stopping the H2S flow for 24 h. Moreover the
oated cell anode surface did not show significant coking and the
urrent contacts were not cracked. This suggests that the Ni–CeO2

ig. 7. (a) The postmortem cell cathode side images after poisoning by 20 ppm H2S impu
t mesh was detached from the cell. A green pattern of the anode/electrolyte interface is
lectrolyte/anode interface surface. The cell anode diameter is 2.54 cm. (For interpretatio
ersion of the article.)
Fig. 9. The cell voltage loss of the Ni–CeO2 coated cell after adding 20 ppm H2S
impurity for 4 h. But it can be recovered to 0.650 V after cutting off H2S flow for 24 h.

coating can increase coking resistance and enhance tolerance of
H2S poisoning as seen in this preliminary test.

The endothermic reforming reactions can be observed by the

fact that the cell temperature dropped below the furnace con-
trol temperature during biogas reforming in both the coated and
uncoated ISR cases. The cell temperature under 0.5 A cm−2 load was
around 844 ◦C which is lower than the furnace control temperature

rity in ISR case. The cell cathode and electrolyte along with the current collection
displayed on the cell anode interface center. (b) The detailed image of the broken
n of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
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ig. 10. (a) The cell anode image after IASR for 50 h. There is slight coking on the Pt
he cell lost all its performance. The anode surface was oxidized to green. The expos
gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

f 850 ◦C. Because the thermocouple was 5 mm away from the cell
athode, the actual cell temperature may be even lower than 844 ◦C.

.3. IASR without and with the Ni–CeO2 coating at 850 ◦C

By injecting 60 sccm CH4 mixed with 60 sccm air into the humid-
fier water tank, the mixed gas brings steam into the syn-biogas fuel

ixture. The initial composition of syn-biogas is 30% CH4, 30% air
6.3% O2), 20% H2O and 20% CO2 with a total flow rate of 207 sccm.
he uncoated cell OCV of 0.962 V was found at 850 ◦C for the IASR
ase. Under 0.5 A cm−2 load for about 10 h, the voltage stabilized
t 0.647 V. After the cell operated for about 50 h stably, the cell
as cooled down to room temperature and taken out from the fur-
ace to check the anode surface. There was no visible coking on
he cell anode center and no cracking of the contacts. Only slight
arbon deposits were observed on the contact Pt meshes areas
Fig. 10(a)). After observing the coking, the cell was reloaded and
perated under the same IASR conditions for another 20 h with-
ut any loss of the cell performance. At this point, 20 ppm H2S was
njected in the syn-biogas fuel. The cell voltage degraded to zero
n less than 40 min. After the cell voltage dropped to zero, the H2S
ow was cut off whereupon the cell voltage slowly recovered to

.638 V (recovery 98.7%) in about 20 h (see line (c) in Fig. 3). The EIS
ata were taken before adding the 20 ppm H2S and after recovery

n the first cycle (Fig. 11). The increasing series resistance prior to
2S addition implies that some coking and contact cracking may

till have occurred. When the recovered cell voltage was stabilized

ig. 11. The cell impedance spectra before adding 20 ppm H2S and after recovery of
he first cycle in IASR.
t connection meshes. (b) The cell anode image after two cycles adding 20 ppm H2S,
l region is about 2 cm diameter. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

at 0.638 V, 20 ppm H2S was again fed in the fuel stream for a sec-
ond cycle. The cell voltage started to drop immediately and fell to
−0.4 V after 50 min. The cell voltage could not be recovered after
the H2S flow was cut off in the second contamination cycle. The
cell OCV was unstable and fluctuated between 0.910 V and 0.780 V.
The postmortem cell anode was green in color (Fig. 10(b)) and the
cell electrolyte and cathode along with its Pt mesh were separated
from the anode base (this same mechanical failure also occured in
the case of the ISR in the uncoated cell (Fig. 7)). The postmortem
cell was subjected to chemical and structural analysis, described
below.

A Ni–CeO2 coated cell was also tested in the IASR reforming case
as well. The Ni–CeO2 coating layer was about 350 �m on the anode
surface. The coated cell voltage under IASR conditions was about
0.660 V for a current density of 0.5 A cm−2 at 850 ◦C. The series and
polarization resistances remained almost constant at 0.302 � cm2

and 0.580 � cm2 in 70 h respectively (Fig. 12). After about 70 h of
stable operation in the IASR condition, 20 ppm H2S was added to the
fuel for the “first cycle.” By resetting the time axis, comparison plots
are shown in Fig. 13. In 40 min, the coated cell lost about 128 mV at a
constant current of 0.5 A cm−2 whereas the uncoated cell lost all its
performance in the same time period. Both cells were recovered to

0.631 V (recovery 95.6%) for the coated cell and 0.642 V (recovery
99.2%) for the uncoated cell. During the second cycle of injecting
H2S for 50 min, the uncoated cell was completely damaged, but the
coated cell could again be recovered to 0.612 V (recovery 96%). It

Fig. 12. Comparison of the voltage loss between the Ni–CeO2 coated cell and
uncoated cell in IASR after adding 20 ppm H2S impurity for 40 min in the first cycle
(the time axis was adjusted for comparison).
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ig. 13. Comparison of the loss of voltage between the Ni–CeO2 coated cell and
ncoated cell after adding 20 ppm H2S impurity for 50 min in the second cycle (the
ime axis was adjusted for comparison).

ost just 20 mV (Fig. 14). Moreover, the voltage for the uncoated cell
uctuated widely during the recovery period. The impedance data
how that the series resistance slightly increases by 0.02 � cm2 and
otal polarization resistance changed by 0.10 � cm2 for the coated
ell (Fig. 12). After cooling the cell to room temperature and check-
ng the Ni–CeO coated cell, there were no visible carbon deposits
2
n the coated anode surface or in the cell cross-section (Fig. 15).
he Ni–CeO2 coating completely suppressed coke formation and
ontact cracking, while modestly increasing the tolerance toward
2S in the biogas.

ig. 15. (a) The Ni–CeO2 coated cell anode image after recovery from two H2S contamin
he exposed cell region is about 2 cm diameter.

ig. 16. The 50 K magnification SEM images following two cycles for the H2S poisoned
ross-section (b).
Fig. 14. The impedance spectra of the Ni–CeO2 coated cell. Before adding 20 ppm
H2S, dotted curve, after the first cycle adding H2S, triangle curve, and after the second
cycle adding H2S in the diamond curve.

3.4. SEM micrographs and EDS spectra

SEM images of the cross-section of the uncoated and coated
cells after two cycles of exposure to 20 ppm H2S in IASR are shown
in Fig. 16(a) and (b). The poisoned uncoated anode cross-section
shows that the surface of the nickel particles became much rougher

than that of the coated cell. The nickel particles were reconstructed
during exposure to syn-biogas with the H2S contamination. The
image Fig. 16(b) provides evidence that the Ni–CeO2 coated cell
microstructure is still in good shape after H2S attack. The EDS spec-

ation cycles. There is no coking on the cell anode. (b) The cell cross-section image.

uncoated cell anode cross-section (a) compared to that of the coated cell anode
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Table 1
XRD peak list 2�◦ .

YSZ [23] Ni [24] NiO [25] Carbon [26] CeO2 [27]

29.82◦ 44.17◦ 36.90◦ 26.26◦ 28.60◦

34.62◦ 51.52◦ 43.07◦ 44.36◦ 33.20◦

49.91◦ 62.61◦ 47.73◦

59.39◦ 56.65◦

62.31◦ 59.48◦

69.50◦
ig. 17. The EDS spectrum of the uncoated cell anode interface shows the high
xygen peak after H2S attacking in IASR.

rum of near the anode–electrolyte interface of the uncoated cell in
ig. 17 shows the Ni–YSZ peaks. The high oxygen peak implies that
he rough nickel particles after H2S attack in the case of IASR are
ickel oxide. The carbon signal is not significant which indicates
hat the IASR in these experiments does not result in much coking
t the Ni–YSZ anode–electrolyte interface. There are no detectable
ignals from sulfur in the EDS spectrum. These data clearly show
hat nickel was oxidized during the Ni–YSZ anode exposure to syn-
iogas with 20 ppm H2S impurity. The cell electrolyte detaching
rom the anode resulted in nickel oxidation as oxygen was able to
each the anode directly. The SEM images provide evidence that the
i–CeO2 coated cell can increase the cell’s tolerance toward the H2S
ontaminant.

.5. XRD and XPS spectra

The evidence for significant coking on the cell anode by the IDR
ase is provided by the XRD spectra in line “a” of Fig. 18. The peak
ositions of YSZ, Ni, NiO and carbon are listed in Table 1 by 2�

ocations [23–26]. The carbon (graphite) peak at 26.26◦ indicates

hat the carbon deposited on the cell anode significantly in the IDR
ase. The spectra of the anode open surface for the ISR and IASR
ases after adding H2S do not show any carbon (graphite) signal.
or the ISR case, the NiO peak intensity at 36.90◦, 43.07◦ and 62.61◦

ig. 18. XRD spectra of the postmortem cell anode: (a) IDR syn-biogas. (b) ISR syn-
iogas and poisoned by 20 ppm H2S, and (c) the cell anode interface. (d) IASR syn-
iogas and poisoned by 20 ppm H2S, (e) the cell anode interface and (f) Ni–CeO2

oating layer.
is stronger at the anode–electrolyte interface than that at the anode
open surface in Fig. 18(b) and (c). This implies that the concentra-
tion of NiO at the anode–electrolyte interface is higher than that
on the anode surface. For the IASR case, the oxygen partial pres-
sure on the cell anode would be much higher than for the ISR case.
Both the cell anode surface and the interface show strong NiO peaks
in Fig. 18(d) and (e). The spectrum of the Ni–CeO2 coating surface
for the IASR case displays both Ni and CeO2 signals in Fig. 18(f).
The coated cell of for the ISR case had a similar XRD spectrum but
showed stronger CeO2 signals [27] due to the thicker Ni–CeO2 coat-
ing for IASR case. There is no detectable sulfur signal appearing in
any of the XRD spectra.

To detect any sulfur trace species, XPS was employed for surface
chemical analysis. The XPS spectra of the H2S poisoned uncoated
cell for the IASR case basically display the typical C, O, Ni, Y, Zr
and NiO signals. In the detailed spectrum in Fig. 19, the S2p is
observed on both the interface and surface of the uncoated cell
anode at 164.80 eV which is a neutral sulfur phase (Fig. 19(a) and
(b)), suggesting that sulfur adsorbs on the Ni–YSZ anode. For the
H2S poisoned coated cell in the IASR case, there is no significant S2p
peak on the cell anode interface and on the Ni–CeO2 coating layer
in Fig. 19(c) and (d). This finding supports the fact that the Ni–CeO2
layer can be a barrier to moderate sulfur adsorption onto the cell
anode. Comparing the two peaks of Y3d at 157.50 eV and 159.40 eV,
the S2p signal is relatively weak. Moreover, the sulfur trace was not
detected by EDS or XRD, the sulfur only resides on the very surface
level of the nickel particles.
Fig. 19. The XPS spectra of the H2S poisoned postmortem cell of IASR case. A small
S2p peak is observed at 164.80 eV in both spectra (a) interface and (b) surface of
uncoated cell. The S2p peak is insignificant in the spectrum of the coated cell interface
(c) and on the Ni–CeO2 coating layer (d). Y3d has two main peaks at 157.50 eV and
159.40 eV on the Ni–YSZ anode spectra (a), (b) and (c).
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Fig. 20. Thermodynamic calculation of equilibrium concentrations of H2, CO, CO2

and H2O for IDR with input syn-biogas CH4/CO2 = X/1 − X at 850 ◦C. The reforming
products mole concentrations are H2 = 47.8% and CO = 49.3%, at CH4/CO2 = 1 with the
highest H2 and CO conversion efficiency.
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. Discussion

.1. Electrochemical and thermodynamic analysis for the
ncoated SOFC

The best cell performance in the IDR case was given at
he reforming temperature of 850 ◦C. The impedance spectra in
ig. 4 show that the polarization resistance increased by only
.026 � cm2 during the test, which will cause an increase of over-
otential of 13 mV. This is in good agreement with the data for
he cell degradation of about 1.5% as measured from the cell volt-
ge loss during 110 h in Fig. 3(a). However, the cell was severely
oked and the current collection meshes partially lost contact with
he anode surface. The damage of the contacts during reforming
esults in an increased series resistance of about 0.033 � cm2. The
oke layer on the Ni–YSZ anode surface could eventually obstruct
he fuel reaching the cell interface and reduce the CH4 reforming
ate. The examination of the postmortem cell shows that the carbon
ends to be deposited only on the anode surface. This observation
uggests that a “carbon resistive” reforming catalysts could be used
n the top surface of Ni–YSZ anode to prevent coking. The deposited
arbon on the cell surface is porous and electrically conductive. The
ell contact cracking and coking did not lead to severe loss of cell
erformance. The damaged contacts on the anode surface may be
aused by the endothermic reactions during the CH4 reforming:

H4 → C + 2H2 �H◦
298 K∼75.9 kJ mol−1 (1)

H4 + CO2 → 2CO + 2H2 �H◦
298 K∼247.1 kJ mol−1 (2)

here H◦
298 is the standard enthalpy of reaction at 298 K. The

ndothermic reactions (1) and (2) can lead to local area cooling such
hat the unmatched thermal expansion between the anode and the
ontacts could cause separation of the contact from the cell anode.
eaction (1) also causes carbon deposition by methane pyrolysis.
high current loading to the cell can partially compensate for the

eat lost from the endothermic reaction and can help to reduce
oking [3]. The 0.5 A cm−2 current density load here obviously was
ot high enough to overcome the coking and cracking.

From theoretical equilibrium calculations (TEC) for the clean
iogas (only CH4 and CO2), the best reforming product combina-
ion of H2 and CO occurs with the ratio of CH4 to CO2 close to
ne at 850 ◦C (Fig. 20). The higher reforming temperature gives a
igher H2 mole concentration in the product gas (Fig. 21). The max-

mum reforming temperature 850 ◦C which provides over 96% CH4

eforming conversion efficiency was utilized in the long-term test-
ng to avoid breaking the silver current collection wire. TEC predict
he product concentrations as H2 47.8%, CO 49.3%, CO2 0.7%, H2O
.8% and CH4 1.4% with the input biogas near CH4/CO2 = 1, which
hould yield the highest IDR reforming efficiency at 850 ◦C. Thus

able 2
iogas reforming summary table.

Reforming condition OCVa experimental OCV theoretical Cell voltage 0.5 A cm

IDR at 750 ◦C 0.994 V 1.055 V 0.552 V for 2 h
IDR at 800 ◦C 1.025 V 1.072 V 0.631 V for 2 h
IDR at 850 ◦C 1.049 V 1.092 V 0.720 V for 110 h
ISR at 850 ◦C 0.925 V 0.985 V 0.647 V for 115 h
ISR at 850 ◦C 0.967 V 0.985 V 0.732 V for 306 h
Coated cell
IASR at 850 ◦C 0.962 V 0.998 V 0.647 V for 74 h
IASR at 850 ◦C 0.953 V 0.998 V 0.660 V for 70 h
Coated cell
H2 + 3% H2O at 800 ◦C 1.072 V 1.110 V 0.785 V for 2 h

a The OCV is measured under fuel flow of about 200 sccm.
b Theoretical calculation predicted coking.
c The first cycle adding H2S.
d The second cycle adding H2S.
Fig. 21. The equilibrium mole concentrations of H2, CO, CO2 and H2O change as a
function of the reforming temperature with the input clean biogas CH4/CO2 = 1.

the CH4/CO2 = 1 is used in the IDR cases. TEC also predict that solid
carbon (graphite) could be produced for IDR reforming. The exper-

imental OCVs at 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C and 850 ◦C are about 80–100 mV
lower than those of the theoretical OCVs which are calculated by
the Nernst equation for IDR under thermodynamic equilibrium
with CH4/CO2 = 1 in gas phase in Table 2. But the experimental

−2 Contact cracking, coking Voltage loss before H2S Recovery H2S

Yes, Yesb 10 mV 0.650 Vc

Yes, Yes No
No, No No 0.642 Vc

0.631 Vc

Slight, a few No 0.612 Vd

No, No No

No, No No
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CV showed the same trend as did the theoretical OCV with tem-
erature. The low experimental OCV indicates that the predicted
heoretical OCV from ideal thermodynamic equilibrium was not
chieved due to solid carbon pollution and the non-static, flowing
uel system. The theoretical OCV most likely overestimates the par-
ial pressures of H2 and CO. Gas leakage could be another reason
or the experimental OCV drop of 30–40 mV. The low experimental
CV was also observed in the ISR and IASR cases as well.

For the ISR case, the cell performance did not show any degrada-
ion (Fig. 3(b)) before adding H2S. The impedance spectra indicated
hat the polarization resistance remained almost constant (Fig. 6).
he theoretical thermodynamic equilibrium calculation predicts
hat the reformed products at 850 ◦C are 53% H2, 15.3% H2O, 25%
O, 6.7% CO2 and CH4 less than 0.05% from the input fuel compo-
ition of 32% CH4, 48% H2O, and 20% CO2. The cell experimental
CV is 0.925 V which is unusually lower than the theoretical OCV
f 0.985 V (Table 2). It implies that the biogas reforming did not
each equilibrium. The coking on the surface of the postmortem cell
as significantly reduced in this case, because the steam reforming

eaction (3) can reduce the rate of coke formation from reaction (1):

H4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 �H◦
298 K∼205.9 kJ mol−1 (3)

However, the current collection contacts were still cracked in
he ISR case which could explain the increase of the cell series
esistance (Fig. 6). This could result from the non-uniform thermal
xpansion caused by the endothermic reactions (1)–(3). When the
ell is under a certain current loading, joule heating can compensate
or a portion of the heat needed for the endothermic reactions and
he thermal expansion effect may be mitigated. But the 0.5 A cm−2

oad here is not enough to prevent the damage to the contacts. As
n alternative way to prevent the cracking current collector during
eforming, IASR was introduced. The partial oxidation reforming
nd combustion reactions are

H4 + 0.5O2 → CO + 2H2 �H◦
298 K∼ − 35.9 kJ mol−1 (4)

H4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O �H◦
298 K∼ − 802.6 kJ mol−1 (5)

The partial oxidation reaction (4) is exothermic and could com-
ensate for the heat needed in the endothermic reactions (1)–(3).
he thermodynamic equilibrium calculation shows that the CH4/O2
atio of 2 gives the maximum H2 production from reaction (4) [28].
higher CH4/O2 ratio will result in significant combustion of CH4

y reaction (5). For the uncoated cell, the IASR results indicate the
eat balance was not fully achieved and the cell contacts still exhib-

ted tiny cracks. But IASR nearly eliminated the carbon deposition
n the anode surface and also prevented the contact cracking for
he coated cell. In this case the exothermic reactions (4) and (5)
roduced enough heat to prevent contact cracking. This extra heat
as indicated by an increase in the cell temperature of 3–847 ◦C

s compared to the ISR case. The theoretical thermodynamic equi-
ibrium calculation indicates that over 99.95% CH4 is converted to

2 and CO at 850 ◦C for the IASR. The composition of the reformed
roducts is 42.7% H2, 9.3% H2O, 27.1% CO, 5.4% CO2, and 15.4% N2.
he cell experimental OCV is 0.962 V which is close to the theoret-
cal OCV of 0.998 V (Table 2) after taking into account about 30 mV
oss by fuel leaking. Because of the 350 �m Ni–CeO2 coating layer
n the coated cell, the experimental OCV of the coated cell is 9 mV
ower than that of the uncoated cell. From the OCV performance
ata in the IASR case, the fuel utilization efficiency is better than
he IDR and ISR cases.

When 20 ppm H2S was added to the syn-biogas fuel, the cell

uickly degraded for the uncoated cell in both the ISR and IASR
ases. The cell electrolyte was cracked after exposure to syn-biogas
ith 20 ppm H2S in a few hours, a phenomenon never seen in the
revious tests with 20 ppm H2S in H2 or syngas fuel (Fig. 7). This
uggests that the poisoning effect of H2S in syn-biogas fuel is much
ces 195 (2010) 4583–4592 4591

more severe and rapid than that using hydrogen or coal syngas
as the fuel. These different degradation behaviors imply that after
adding H2S, the CH4 in the fuel did not reform efficiently to produce
H2 and CO, and the partial pressure of oxygen could be high enough
to form NiO at anode/electrolyte interface. The Ni catalyst in the cell
anode plays roles of both reforming CH4 and triggering H2 to gener-
ate water in the electrochemical reaction. If Ni loses its function as
a catalyst by adsorbing sulfur or forming nickel sulfur compounds,
the reforming rate could be significantly reduced so that the triple
phase boundary (TPB) of the cell anode would functionally fail in the
existing environment. The subsequent Ni oxidation reaction caused
a volume expansion in the Ni–YSZ cermet so that the electrolyte
completely separated from the anode.

4.2. Ni–CeO2 coated SOFC electrochemical and thermodynamic
analysis

For the ISR case, the Ni–CeO2 coated cell showed stable series
and polarization resistances in the impedance spectra (Fig. 8) for
the 304 h before adding 20 ppm H2S. The Ni–CeO2 barrier played
roles of both CH4 reforming and H2S adsorption. Ni doped ceria
is one of the most active catalysts for the water-gas-shift reaction
[29].

CO + 2CeO2 → CO2 + Ce2O3 (6)

H2O + Ce2O3 → 2CeO2 + H2 (7)

The desired reactions (2)–(4) of CH4 internal reforming were
more favorable when the product CO was consumed by reaction
(6). In this case, the rate of reaction (1) could be reduced rel-
atively so that the coking was restrained. These statements are
supported by the consistent performance and stable series resis-
tance of the Ni–CeO2 coated cell in 304 h test before adding 20 ppm
H2S (Figs. 8 and 9). After adding 20 ppm H2S, the Ni–CeO2 coated
cell still degraded in 4 h. However, and more importantly, the cell
did not crack and could be recovered to over 95% of its former per-
formance. For the ISR case, the Ni–CeO2 coating was about 100 �m
thick. The cell contacts still had minor cracks after running about
324 h. The heat required by the endothermic reactions had not been
completely compensated for by the exothermic reaction. Moreover,
the thickness of the coating may be too thin to relieve the ther-
mal strain. In the IASR case, the cell anode was coated with about
a 350-�m layer of the Ni–CeO2. The contact cracking was com-
pletely eliminated with the partial oxidation reactions (4) and (5).
Both these Ni–CeO2 coated cells have shown a modest increase
of tolerance for H2S attack. In previous work, CeO2 was used as a
desulfurization sorbent to remove H2S, because CeO2 is a regen-
erable catalyst at high temperature (over 600 ◦C) in a reducing
environment [30]:

CeO2(s) + (2 − n)H2(g) → CeOn(s) + (2 − n)H2O(g) (8)

2CeOn(s) + H2S(g) + (2n − 3)H2(g)

→ Ce2O2S(s) + 2(n − 1)H2O(g) (9)

where 1.5 < n < 2.0 for example. Zeng et al. reported that the H2S
concentration was reduced from 10,000 ppm to less than 10 ppm
in the product gas at 850 ◦C using a ceria sorbent. The Ni–CeO2
coating layer over the Ni–YSZ anode and the mesh contacts is easy
to implement compared to ceria doping or impregnation in the

Ni–YSZ anode. The Ni–CeO2 coating helps to maintain the excellent
electrical conductivity, electrochemical properties and high tem-
perature stability of the Ni–YSZ anode. In the ISR and IASR cases, the
barrier Ni–CeO2 layer contains 90% Ni for reforming CH4 and excit-
ing reactions (6) and (8). The 10% CeO2 aids in desulfurization by
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eaction (9) in which Ni–CeO2 has displayed some desulfurization
bility, but not as good as anticipated. To achieve high efficiency of
esulfurization by CeO2, the CeO2 must be pre-reduced to CeOn in a
educing environment. If the O2 partial pressure is over 10−16 atm,
eO2 will largely lose the function of desulfurization [31]. Besides
he desulfurization function of ceria, the nickel amount (90%) in
i–CeO2 coating layer can slightly postpone the cell degradation

ime by a process of sulfur adsorption. The H2S tolerance of Ni–CeO2
s thus a co-effect of the both ceria and nickel. The Ni/Ce combina-
ion used here may not be the most efficient one and will need to
e optimized. A higher CeO2 sorbent concentration along with the
ddition of ZrO to CeO2 may improve the cell’s tolerance to H2S
hen using biogas with 20 ppm H2S. More experimental work is

equired in this area.

. Conclusion

The internal dry (IDR), steam (ISR) and air with steam (IASR)
eforming of clean biogas on an anode-supported SOFC have been
valuated. The basic barriers of implementing internal reforming
f clean biogas are coking and differential thermal expansion by
he endothermic reforming reactions on the cell anode. The steam
resent in the reforming reactions (ISR) can largely reduce cok-

ng. The endothermic reforming reactions can cause severe cracks
n the cell contacts and the cell anode. Introduction of the par-
ial oxidation reforming reaction can moderate the thermal effects
rom the endothermic reactions and minimize coking on the anode
urface. The IASR case is one example of achieving the internal
eforming of clean biogas on a SOFC The Ni–CeO2 coating layer can
mprove biogas reforming without cracking and coking at 850 ◦C.
he application of 20 ppm H2S to the uncoated cell caused com-
lete cell failure in very short time. When 20 ppm H2S is injected
o the coated cell, the reduction of the biogas reforming on the
i–YSZ anode is temporarily halted but eventually this cell fails
s well. However, nearly complete recovery of cell performance
as noted after the H2S was removed. The H2S poisoning effects

n the Ni–YSZ anode-supported SOFC are much more severe when
sing biogas fuel than for either H2 or syngas fuel. The Ni–CeO2
oating barrier can increase H2S tolerance somewhat with lower
egradation rate and high recoverability. Thus the application of
i–CeO2 coating presents a way to suppress coking and cracking
hile enhancing the resistance to sulfur attack for the Ni based
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